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The results of the AIA-commissioned survey reveal significant gender and racial prejudice in architecture firms.
law for architects what you
New York City is defined by its energy — but also by its buildings. A city of creators, it is full of architects and
designers with hundreds of studios working around the five boroughs. For this

january 2022 editor's letter: a troubling report on bias in architecture
That neglect extends to the food industry more broadly, which for a long time has paid even less attention to its
emissions than the energy or transport sectors. But as big fast food chains, grocers,

25 best architecture firms in new york city
Across Europe, many controversial monuments still remain. Alex Sakalis visits a small Italian town that has found
a way to contextualise and defuse the architectural legacy of fascism.

big food is ready to sell you more plant-based meat
As more major companies commit to a purpose beyond profit, and adopt a stakeholder model of creating value for
society rather than just shareholder value, they are looking to their closest advisers –

what happens to fascist architecture after fascism?
The architecture looks like a city that seems to arrive from elsewhere and that could perhaps head somewhere
else once again someday.

what is the point of professional services firms?
"Sustainability is not a compromise It's about re-looking at what architecture does" - Loretta Law, Director of
Operations at CplusC. “You could look at the comparison between what

architects design ferry terminal that resembles an alien world
"That simply takes time." Don Rerko, president of Makovich Pusti Architects of Berea, has demonstrable, positive
feelings about the new law. "I love it," Rerko said in an interview. "It's

the architecture of low-impact: how sustainability inspires design
House conservatives want to offer voters a sharp contrast with the White House, while Senate Republicans are
largely standing aside.

a wrong righted, architects land lien rights
For decades, architects have enjoyed a place alongside doctors and lawyers among the professionals most revered
by pop culture and future in-laws by our own staff. You can read more about

house gop plots policy agenda for 2022 midterm elections — with help from architect of 1994 plan
The resignations of two key architects of President Joe Biden’s climate and environmental justice agenda in the
last two weeks are raising concerns among activists, who have urged the administration

architects are the latest white-collar workers to confront bosses
Clive Wilkinson has been among the most sought-after office designers in the world. He has planned spaces for
the likes of Microsoft, Disney, Intuit and other companies seeking unorthodox approaches

amid delayed action and white house staff resignations, activists wonder what’s next for biden’s
environmental agenda
several reforms were instituted in the security architecture, part of it was the creation of the UK National Crime
Agency (NCA) as the leading national law enforcement agency to tackle any type of

architect behind googleplex now says it’s ‘dangerous’ to work at such a posh office
As the renovation of the Jones Library approaches, the Historical Commission received a lengthy and informative
historical structure report during their Jan. 12 meeting on the building and its history
amherst historical commission, library trustees receive report on jones library’s historic architecture
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